
BEAR WITH ME 
 
 
What does it take to give up on your brother? 
 
A precocious teenage girl must temper familial chaos when her 
destructive older brother escapes rehab to seek forgiveness from 
their parents. 
 
 
Synopsis (13-15 minutes) 
 
We open looking down on an grocery store conveyor belt as a young man 
attempts to buy a bouquet of flowers with change. He decides to scrap 
the flowers for a pack of cigarettes. At the last moment, he adds three 
flowers from the bouquet. 
 
EM BROWN (18), an over-achiever with a rebellious streak, has just 
returned to her wealthy Connecticut home for her first spring break at 
Stanford University. As she stretches for an afternoon run, she sees an 
anonymous caller ID on the home phone system. Em’s mom picks up, and Em 
secretly conferences into the conversation. It’s her charismatic, 
impulsive older brother BOBBY (23). After going to rehab for heroin 
addiction multiple times and relapsing, his parents sent him once more 
as a last ditch effort. Now Bobby’s back in town, claiming he’s clean. 
Em’s parents forbid him from returning to the house. 
 
Em takes her mom’s car to find Bobby downtown. Holding three flowers 
and a suitcase, he tells Em that he was released from rehab early. 
Bobby’s decided to take a Greyhound to Northern California and start 
life fresh as a painter, but wants to apologize to their parents first. 
Em is guarded because of the many times Bobby’s hurt her in the past. 
At the same time, she wants him to be healthy and happy again. She 
wants the family to be repaired. The siblings go to a vista point with 
a large climbing rock that overlooks suburbia. Em takes one of Bobby’s 
cigarettes. They talk and smoke for a while. Bobby earns back some of 
Em’s trust with his charm, compassion, and humility. He tells Em that 
he made a portrait of the family during art therapy in rehab. Their dad 
calls. As Em lies that she’s shopping, Bobby gets stuck climbing down 
the rock. Em hangs up and helps him down.  
 
In their driveway, Em leaves Bobby in the car while she tries to 
persuade their parents to see him. Em’s parents tell her that Bobby 
escaped rehab. Meanwhile, Bobby gets restless and breaks in through a 
back door to confront them himself. As Bobby sifts through his 
repurposed bedroom, Em tells her parents that he’s outside. Bobby hears 
his parents yelling and spies on them and Em. It’s the first time he’s 
seen his parents in six months. He watches as they rip into him and say 
he’ll never change. Realizing that it’ll take time for things to blow 
over, Bobby leaves. But not before taking some of Em’s money and 
leaving the flowers and portrait in the dining room. Moments later, Em 
convinces her parents to go to the car by contesting their love for 
her. We close on three shots: Em and her parents gathered around the 
empty car, Bobby fleeing over the backyard fence, and the flowers and 
portrait unfurling, depicting a once-happy family. 
 
 
 



Mission Statement 
 
This film aims to be an authentic, powerful, and dynamic story about 
siblinghood, family, and addiction. It combines naturalistic conflict 
with humor and suspense. The short will primarily explore the nuances 
of an older-brother-younger-sister relationship. It’ll examine the ways 
in which someone’s trust can be earned back after many betrayals--we 
all fool ourselves sometimes with idealism and nostalgia. The film will 
also meditate on the incorrigibility of addiction and its effect on 
families. We end on a bittersweet note: although Em was wrong about 
Bobby’s transformation, her effort to repair things was still worth it. 
Not only can I relate to these subjects personally, but with rising 
rates of opiate and heroin addiction in suburban America, I believe 
that this is an important story to tell. I want to use subtlety, not 
melodrama, to give these subjects their due. 
 
The world of this film will channel the magical yet tortured suburbias 
of AMERICAN BEAUTY, LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE, and the short stories of John 
Cheever. The relationship between Holden Caulfield and his sister 
Phoebe in The Catcher in the Rye influences that of Bobby and Em. 
Stylistically, it will aim for the naturalistic acting of BOYHOOD and 
the fluid, natural-lighted cinematography of THE TREE OF LIFE and DAYS 
OF HEAVEN. I would like the changing of light in the film’s afternoon-
to-dusk time span, and the progression of locations from downtown to 
the house, to give the story visual momentum. 
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